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0BWhy SmartIO? 

Optimizing datacenter inventories and improving application performance 

Enterprises want efficient storage management with reduced costs and improved application I/O. But the increasing performance gap 
between the CPU and traditional spinning hard disks raises the need for faster storage. Solid State Drives (SSDs) provide better I/O 
throughput and lower latency. However, the costs and the device specific characteristics of SSDs make managing large storage SANs 
consisting entirely of SSDs a challenge. 

To solve this problem, Symantec Storage Foundation and High Availability introduces SmartIO. SmartIO 
uses local SSDs as a caching device on the server to bridge the performance gap, while protecting your 
existing SAN/hard disk drive storage environment. You do not have to replace your existing SAN entirely with 
SSDs. 

SmartIO supports read and write-back caching for Veritas File System (VxFS) file systems mounted on 
Veritas Volume Manager (VxVM) volumes. SmartIO supports block-level read caching for applications 
running on VxVM volumes.  

SmartIO provides an intelligent, distributed caching layer to serve more reads and writes from inside the host 
and effectively decouples front-end IOPs from back-end capacity. 

 

 

 
Return on investment (ROI) for  

online transaction processing (OLTP) workloads 

 Increase OLTP throughput (transactions/min) 2.5 times by introducing SmartIO  

 60% cost savings by using Tier 2 storage with SmartIO vs. Tier 1 storage while 
increasing performance  

 2 times the workload density on the same storage array with SmartIO without 
performance degradation 

 Supports Solaris distribution 

For more information, see the SmartIO white paper. 

http://www.symantec.com/content/en/us/enterprise/white_papers/b-storagefoundation6-1-whitepaper-21327403.pdf
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1BSmartIO benefits 
SmartIO is a local data caching solution. It improves application I/O performance by providing a read cache or a write-back (VxFS only) 
cache created on internal SSDs. 

 Reduction in 
backend I/O 
results in 
increased 
application 
performance. 

 The available 
storage network 
and controller can 
now handle traffic 
for more servers 
and applications. 

 When combined 
with a Tier 2 array, 
SmartIO provides 
better performance 
than a traditional 
Tier 1 array. 

Benefit Description 

Heterogeneous 
environment 

Provides vendor-independent, heterogeneous storage and platform support. 

Application 
awareness 

Provides application templates for Oracle and Sybase databases with policies for OLTP and Online 
Analytical Processing (OLAP) workloads. Application awareness helps you achieve better 
performance by optimizing caching for the specific type of workload (OLTP or OLAP), makes 
management easier because SmartIO is aware of the data structure of a specific database, and 
lengthens SSD life by avoiding unnecessary or ineffective caching, reducing the number of I/Os to 
the SSD. 

Built-in configuration 
options  

Enable caching from a command line interface or from the Veritas Operations Manager GUI. 

Volatile and 
persistent read cache 

Provides read cache where: 

 Cached data is lost after system power cycle, or 

 Cached data can be retained after planned system power cycle. 

Multiple caching 
modes 

SmartIO has the following caching modes: 

 VxVM read cache. Caching is handled by VxVM.  

 VxFS read and write-back cache. Caching is handled by VxFS.  

Standalone and 
clustered 
configurations 

Provides support for standalone and clustered configuration in physical and virtual environments.  

Advanced heuristics Caches hot data and as the workload changes or cache pressure builds, removes older data to make 
space for more relevant data. 

Zero disruption for 
application 

All SmartIO administration tasks can be performed while the application is online, including enabling 
cache. There is no application downtime. 
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2BSmartIO performance 
SmartIO increases the application throughput by keeping the hot data on the server on SSDs. Application reads are served with 
microsecond latencies rather than milliseconds from a traditional SAN.  

 For application writes on file systems with SmartIO write-back cache enabled, data is written to a circular log on the cache device 
and committed to the application. The log is periodically flushed out to external storage. 

 Since SmartIO keeps the hot data inside a server, this eases the overhead associated with the SAN and also releases storage 
network bottlenecks. 

Two studies show dramatic improvements with SmartIO 

A study of OLTP workload with SmartIO enabled when compared to a 
traditional SAN infrastructure resulted in an increased performance of 3x. 

 

A study of I/O requests made to the back-end storage was phenomenally 
reduced with SmartIO enabled. 
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3BHow SmartIO works – read caching 
SmartIO uses a cache area on the target device or devices (usually local SSD or flash storage devices). The cache area is the storage 
space that SmartIO uses to store the cached data and the metadata about the cached data. The type of the cache area determines 
whether it supports VxVM or VxFS caching. 

1 Reads request from the application. If SmartIO cache exists, SF 
checks the cache index. 

2 If the data is in the cache, the read request is served from the 
cache. 
 
Otherwise, the read request is served from the SAN storage. 

3 The read is returned to the application. 

4 In parallel, the cache is updated based on internal heuristics. 
Data is loaded into the cache, or evicted if the cache is full. 
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How SmartIO works – write-back caching 
SmartIO provides write caching in write-back mode for an application running on VxFS file systems. There is a two node limit. In write-
back mode, an application writes return success after the data is written to the SmartIO cache, which is usually on a local SSD. Later, 
SmartIO flushes the cache, which writes the dirty data to the disk. Write-back caching improves the latencies of synchronous user and 
direct data writes including direct IO. 

Write-back caching is a superset of read caching. When write-back caching is 
enabled, read caching is implicitly enabled.  

You prevent the loss of write-back data if a node fails in a HA scenario by 
configuring “cache reflection” with Cluster File System (CFS). SmartIO mirrors 
the write-back data to the other node’s SSD cache, ensuring that write-back 
data is not lost even if a node fails with pending dirty data. 

 

1 Direct or synchronous application writes. 

2 Writes to circular log on cache device and kept in page cache.  

3 Write acknowledged to the application. 

4 Periodically, the cache flushes out to external storage. 
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4BWhat you need to configure SmartIO 
SmartIO is enabled by default when you install Symantec Storage Foundation and High Availability. To use SmartIO, create a cache 
area using one or more non-shared SSDs and enable caching for the volumes. 

1. Start with the SSD 

SmartIO caches to an SSD for high performance. The SSD: 

 Can be any device that VxVM supports 

 Must be initialized for use with VxVM 

 Must have the cdsdisk format 
 

2.  Choose your cache area type 

Your options are: 

 VxVM for applications on raw volumes 

 VxFS for applications on file systems 

 
 

  

3. Decide if caching should start automatically for 
data objects 

The association type is either: 

 auto – start caching automatically for all data objects (the 
default) 

 noauto – manually enable caching for specific data objects 
 

4. Create the cache area 

This step allocates storage space on the SSD for the cache. 
 

When you create the cache, set the cache area type and association 
type. 
 

 

  

5. For VxFS, choose the I/O caching mode 

The caching mode is either: 

 read 

 writeback 
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Configuring SmartIO 

Configuring SmartIO for VxVM volumes and VxFS file systems 

SmartIO can be configured in both clustered as well as non-clustered environments. The deployment setup can employ physical 
systems or virtual machines. 

To configure SmartIO for VxVM volumes: 

1 Insert the SSD card. 

2 Initialize the SSD device: 
# vxdisksetup 

3 Create a cache area on the SSD: 
# sfcache create 

Caching starts automatically for existing and new volumes. 

4 (Optional) Exclude volumes that do not need to be cached. 

 

 

 

To configure SmartIO for the VxFS file system: 

1 Insert the SSD card 

2 Initialize the SSD device: 
# vxdisksetup 

3 Create cache area on the SSD: 
# sfcache create 

Caching starts automatically for existing and new file systems. 

4 (Optional) Exclude files that don’t need to be cached. 

5 (Optional) Pin files that should remain in the cache. 

6 (Optional) Pre-load files that have hot data into the cache. 

NOTE: In the case of Oracle, the configuration is the same as for VxFS 
caching. You can apply the ready-made templates for caching that Symantec 
provides. 
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Deployment scenarios (Split stack) 

Configuring SmartIO in a Solaris virtual environment (Split stack model) 

  

To configure SmartIO in a split stack environment: 

1 Install SF/SFHA in the control domain and only required 
packages in the guest domain.   

2 Enable caching, in the control domain, on the volumes to be 
exported to the guest domain. In the guest, the volumes can be 
used by a FS. The FS can be one of the following, VxFS, ZFS 
or ASM.  

3 Caching on CVM volumes is supported. 

4 Live migration of guest domains is supported. Performance after 
migration may be impacted during cache warmup.  

5 For best performance, configure the SSD directly for the virtual 
machine rather than through I/O domain. 
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Deployment scenarios (Guest stack) 

Configuring SmartIO in a Solaris virtual environment (Guest stack model) 

  

To configure SmartIO in a guest based stack environment: 

1 Install SFHA inside the guest domain. This setup allows 
caching to be done within the guest domain. So both FS 
and VM caching are possible. 

2 Read Cache and Write back caching are supported in the 
guest for FS/VM/CFS/CVM.  

3 Caching on CVM volumes is supported. 

4 Live migration requires manual intervention. Please refer 
to SFHA SmartIO solution guide.  

5 For best performance, configure the SSD directly for the 
virtual machine rather than through I/O domain. 
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Deployment scenarios (Zones) 

Configuring SmartIO in a Solaris virtual environment 

  

To configure SmartIO in a Solaris virtual environment (Zones): 

1 Install Storage Foundation and High Availability Solutions in the 
global zone to allow for caching. For zones, caching happens in 
the global zone. 

2 SmartIO deployment in a Solaris virtual environment for zones 
can be done using the following configuration: 

 VxFS mounted in global zone and LoFS mount inside 
zone. 

 VxFS mounted inside zone with zone path prefixed 

 VxFS mounted inside zone using direct mount method 

Note: In SFHA 6.2, kernel Zones are not supported. 
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6BAdministering SmartIO using the sfcache command 
SmartIO is enabled by default when you install Storage Foundation and High Availability. To use SmartIO, you must create a cache area 
on the locally attached SSDs. The size of the SSDs you select for caching defines the cache area size. The SSDs you use caching cannot 
be used as storage disks. You can enable, disable, grow, and shrink the created cache area, using the sfcache command. 
You can also administer SmartIO using Veritas Operations Manager. 

Creating the cache area 

By default, a cache area has an association type of auto. 

All of the data objects of the same type are implicitly 
associated with the auto cache area.  

You can change the association type to noauto and explicitly 
associate the data objects to the cache area.  

To create a cache area, use this syntax: 

# sfcache create -t VxVM [size] daname[...]  
[cacheline_size=cacheline_size] [--auto|--noauto] 
[cachearea_name] 

 

Growing or shrinking a cache area 

To grow a cache area, select the addition disks attached to 
the system, and add them to the cache area. 

Use this command syntax: 

# sfcache resize [daname ...] {newsize | maxsize} 
cachearea_name 

To shrink a cache area, remove any disk that is used for 
caching. 

Use this command syntax: 

# sfcache rmdev [daname ...] 
 

  

Enabling or disabling cache for a volume 

You can enable caching for a volume created on a disk group. 
If you have created an auto cache area, the volume is 
automatically linked to the cache area.  

Use this command syntax:  

# sfcache enable dg/vol [--read] 

You can disable caching on a volume. If the cache-disabled 
volume fails over to any other cluster node, it remains cache-
disabled. 

Use this command syntax:  

# sfcache disable dg/vol 
 

Displaying cache statistics 

You can display the cache statistics, including cache hit rate, 
misses, average read and write latencies. 

Use this command syntax:  

# sfcache stat 
[cachearea_name|dg/volname|mount_point] 

 

To learn more about administering SmartIO: 

See the sfcache (1M) manual page on the SORT website. 

https://sort.symantec.com/public/documents/sfha/6.2/solaris/manualpages/html/man/volume_manager/html/man1m/sfcache.1m.html
https://sort.symantec.com/home
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7BAdministering SmartIO using Veritas Operations Manager 
You can also administer SmartIO using Veritas Operations Manager. For more information see the Veritas Operations Manager 6.1 
documentation on the SORT website.  

 

Creating the cache area 

In the Veritas Operation Manager server perspective, select the host on 
which you want to create the cache. Right click on the selected host, and 
in Properties, choose the SmartIO tab. 

 

 

 

Verifying cache creation 

Select the SSD device for the cache area and the cache area type (VxFS or 
VxVM). The cache area name is chosen automatically. 

 

 

 

https://sort.symantec.com/documents/doc_details/vom/6.1/Windows%20and%20UNIX/ProductGuides/
https://sort.symantec.com/documents/doc_details/vom/6.1/Windows%20and%20UNIX/ProductGuides/
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Administering SmartIO using Veritas Operations Manager 

 

Modifying or deleting the cache 

Use the SmartIO properties tab to modify or delete existing cache 
areas. 

 
 

 

Enabling or disabling cache properties 

Enable or disable caching for specific volumes or file systems in volume properties - 
configure view. 
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8BReferences 
The following reference material will give you a deeper understanding of Symantec Storage Foundation and High Availability Solutions 
SmartIO. 
 

For more information, refer to the following documentation: 

 SmartIO for Solid State Drives Solutions Guide 

 sfcache(1M) manual page 

 Hardware Compatibility List 

 Software Compatibility List 

The following resources are also available: 

 White paper  

 Symantec Official Blog: SmartIO 

 Technical video: sfcache demo: read caching 

 Technical video: sfcache demo: VxVM caching 

 Marketing video: SmartIO 

 Marketing video: SSD and Flash with Storage 
Foundation 

 How-to video: Managing SmartIO using Veritas 
Operations Manager 

 

 

  

http://www.symantec.com/business/support/resources/sites/BUSINESS/content/live/DOCUMENTATION/7000/DOC7887/en_US/sfhas_smartio_solutions_62_sol.pdf
https://sort.symantec.com/public/documents/sfha/6.2/solaris/manualpages/html/man/volume_manager/html/man1m/sfcache.1m.html
https://sort.symantec.com/public/documents/sfha/6.2/solaris/manualpages/html/man/volume_manager/html/man1m/sfcache.1m.html
http://www.symantec.com/docs/TECH211575
http://www.symantec.com/docs/TECH213121
http://www.symantec.com/content/en/us/enterprise/white_papers/b-storagefoundation6-1-whitepaper-21327403.pdf
http://www.symantec.com/connect/blogs/smartio-storage-foundation-ha-61
http://www.symantec.com/connect/videos/smartio-read-caching-demo-0
http://www.symantec.com/connect/videos/sfcache-demo-part-1-vxvm-caching-0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AArq993tClU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PXID10JnwuU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PXID10JnwuU
http://www.symantec.com/connect/videos/veritas-operations-manager-61-managing-storage-foundation-s-smartio-using-management-server-c
http://www.symantec.com/connect/videos/veritas-operations-manager-61-managing-storage-foundation-s-smartio-using-management-server-c
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9BTerminology 

 

Term Definition 

Cache area  A dynamic storage region reserved for caching. For the current release, there can be only one cache area of each type on a 
system. 

Caching modes The caching mode used for SmartIO. SmartIO has three caching modes; however, the caching mode can be either at the volume 
level or file system level. The caching modes are: 

 Volume level read cache: This block based read cache can be used for applications that store their data on raw volumes. 
For this release, this is not supported for shared volumes. 

 File system level read cache: This is a file-level read cache for applications that store their data in files on a file system. 
This configuration supports very granular data caching, and you can also use it in a clustered file system (CFS) 
environment. Currently, there is no metadata caching support for file system level caching.  

 Write-back cache: This is a super set of file system read cache, and allows writes to be buffered on SSD devices. Using 
this caching mode, the application can improve the performance of latency sensitive IOs; for example, Oracle redo log 
writes. 

Data object The object for which caching is enabled, either the Symantec file system or a Symantec raw volume.  

Persistent read 
cache 

A read cache in which cache data survives a system power cycle. Also known as warm cache. 

Read cache A caching solution designed to accelerate read IOs. The solution caches the reads on a system and any re-reads are served from 
the cache.  

Volatile read cache A read cache in which cached data is lost after a system power cycle. 

Write-back cache At first, data is written only to the cache. Data is not written to the backing store until the cache blocks containing the data are 
about to be changed or replaced by new content. 

Write-through 
cache 

The data written synchronously both to the cache and to the backing store. 

 

 


